RL Series “Healthcare” Lens
- Regressed lens.
- Antimicrobial double gasket limits airflow between room and plenum.
- Wet location listed.
- Three lens materials: clear polycarbonate, clear tempered glass and frosted acrylic.
- Optional antimicrobial painted finish (AM).
- Tamperproof (TP) hardware option.

WL Series “Surface” Lens
- Flat surface lens.
- Molded of polycarbonate with a frosted finish.
- Retains in reflector without visible hardware.
- Wet location listed.
- Non-conductive “dead-front” is suitable for shower applications.
- Tamperproof (TP) hardware option. Note: Negates dead-front description.

Available in New Construction, IC rated, and Remodel Style Fixtures

Fixed CCT
- 2700K
- 3000K
- 3500K
- 4000K
- 5000K

Tunable White
- 3000K
- 4000K

Dim To Warm
- 3500K
- 5000K

Click for products with RL Lens
Click for products with WL Lens